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Introduction

1.In its last report, submittedto the CONTRACTINGPARTIES inMarch1965, the
Committee brieflycutlinedthe mainproblems falling within its competence and the
procedures it proposed to adept fordealing with them. The Committee's programme
of work included the outstanding items whichhad been handed down by its predecessor
bodies as well as the examination of new matters relating to teh provisions of
Part IV of the GeneralAgreement andthe terms ofrefernce given to the Committee
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.¹ As indicated in that report, the Committee appointed
a number of specialised groups, each dealingwith a specific set of problems or
issues. TheCommittee has since held three meetings at which it has reviewed the
work done in the various groups and other matters relating to the implementation

2.The present report,intended for considerationbythe CONTRACTING PARTIESat
their twenty-third session, outlinesthe Committee's work in relation to the

implementation of Part IV of the Agreement since March 1965 and includesabrief
account of the cenelusionsand recommendations reached by it on the basis of its
examination of the different specific subjects to which it hasdevoted its attention.

¹BISD, Thirteenth Supplement, pages 77-89.
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I. Review of the implementation of Part IV of the General Agreement

3. In order to ensure the effective implementation of the provisions of Part IV
of the General Agreement, the Committee on Trade and Development recommended in
March 1965 certain "reporting procedures" designed to elicit relevant information
on action taken by contracting parties in the context of those provisions. These
procedures, which were set out in paragraph 11 of the Committee's last report, were
approved by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their twenty-second session.

4. In the course of 1965, the Commitee reviewed developments in this field on
two occasions, namely at its third and fourth sessions held in July and December.
A comprehensive review, on the basis of information adduced on those occasions as
well as new material, took place at the Committee's fifth session in March 1966.
In compliance with the reporting procedures, most developed contracting parties,
as well as certain less-developed contracting parties, submitted notifications
concerning action taken by them in relation to Part IV. Written notifications of
this kind were received from Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Ceylon,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Japan,
Malawi, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States. The Committee also heard oral statements giving
similar information orsupplementing reports submitted earlier from the represen-
tatives of Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, Palistan, the United Arab Republic and Yugoslavia. All these
notifications and statements are reproduced or otherwise reflected in the review
document COM.TD/14 and addenda therete.

5. The information available to the Committee has shown that some progress has
been made by a number ofdeveloped countries in reducing or removing some of the
barriers affecting the exports of less-developed countries. The progress so far
made appears to the Committee to have fallen far short of the expectations raised
by the commitments under partIVand, with regard to quantitative restrictions, of
the basic obligationsunder Article XI of the Agreement.

6.Many developed contracting parties have stated in their communications that
they intended to take appropriateaction in the context of The Kennedy Round to
enlarge access to their markets for the products of developingcountries.
Developing countries have expressed disappointmentthat, with only a fewminor
exceptions - notably the indication givenbySweden that duties on a number of
tropical products would either be reduced or removed with effect from 1 July 1966 -
developed contracting parties have not so far taken action to remove customs
carriers on productsof export interest to developing countries ahead of the

conclusion of the Kennedy Round negotiations.
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7. The Committee noted the progress made by some countries in increasing
significantly the level of imports from developing counties of such products as
cocoa, tropical fruits and certain manufactures and semi-manufactures. Certain
members of the Committee have stressed in this connexion the importance they
attach to the possibility of increasing imports from developing countries through
the use of appropriate measures of adjustment assistance.

8. The Committee has noted that while the standstill provisions as set out in
Article XXXVII:1(b) and (c) have, on the whole, been adhered to, there have been
instances in which customsduties or other charges have been increased on certain
items of export interest to developing countries. In a number of these cases
sufficient information has not been available to permit the Committee to judge the
significance of the measure for the trade of less-developed countries. The
Committee expressed the hope that contracting parties will make available full and
prompt information inrespect of all action that may be relevant to Part IV.

9. While the information supplied by contracting parties has undoubtedly
facilitated the Committee's task of assisting the CONTRACTING PARTIES ingiving
effect to the provisions of Part IV, the operation of the reporting procedures
over the last year suggests that would be desirable if governments would attempt
to be more exhaustive and comprehensive in their future notifications, referring
not only to measures specifically enumeratedin Article XXXVIIbut to all steps
and measures which are of interest to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in relation to the
objectives of Part IV, for examplespecial facilities relating to trade promotion,
adjustment assistance measures and any action of the kind covered byparagraph 3 of
Article XXXVII. In this context it was suggestedthatfuturenotifications by
developed contracting parties should contain a more detailed breakdown oftheir
imports fromboth developed and developing contracting parties as well as of their
imports of raw materials, manufactures and semi-manufactures from less-developed
countries. It was also suggested that a publication containing literature showing
the progress so far made in furthering the objectives of Part IVshould be prepared
in due course for the information of contracting parties and the public.

II Implementation of the 1963 Ministerial Conclusions

10. The Committee, on the basis of two papers which the secretariat drew up at
its request (COM.TD/16 and 18), reviewed (a) action taken by developed countries

pursuance of the 1963 Ministerial Conclusions to eliminate restrictions applying
to products of interest to less-developed countries and the present position
concerning such restrictions, and (b) the impIementation of the Ministerial
Conclusions relating to trade in tropical products.
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11. The Committee noted that while progresshad been made in the removal of
quantitative restrictions inconsistent with the provisions of the General Agreement,
many contracting parties have not yet been able to eliminate these restrictions or
to take adequate steps to overcome their cramping effect. In general there is
also no indication as to when the contracting parties concerned intend to remove
such restrictions or take adequate remedial measures.

12. The Committee noted that the 1963 Ministerial Conclusions relating to tropical
products had not been implemented in all instances. It was also pointed out by
less-developed countries that a number of these products continued to be subjected
to import restrictions and high fiscal charges. The point was also made that the
import of these products in processed or packaged form centinued to be inhibited
by differential tariffs. In a number of instances the tariffs had been temporarily
suspended but not finally abolished.

13. The Committee noted that tariff and other barriers had boon accepted as
falling within the purview of the current trade negotiations and consequently
would be given attention in these negotiations. The hope was expressed that it
would be possibler the course of the current trade negotiations to achieve full
implementation of the 1963 MinisterialConclusions. In so far as certain con-
tracting parties have been unable to observe the target date set in the 1963
Conclusions for elimination of restrictions applying to certain products of
interest to less-developed countries, the Committee recommends that the CONTRACTING
PARTIESconsider the further steps that need to be taken in this matter.

III. Residual import restrictions affecting the exports of less-developed countries

14. in continuation of the work of CommitteeIII and of the Action Committee and
in the context of the provisions of Article XXXVII:1(a), theCommittee, in
March 1965, set upa Group on Residual Restrictions to examine the remainingimport
restrictions on products of export interest to developing countries and to explore
the possibility of their early removal.

15. The Group met twice in 1965 and held. discussions with twelve developed con-
tracting parties on restrictions applied by them to products included ina list of
approximately 250 items notified to CommitteeIII as being ofexportinterest to
developing countries with a view to exploring the reasons for the continued main-
tenance of the restrictions and possibilities for their early removal. TheGroup
presented its findings and the record ofits discussions with individual contract
parties in its second report(COM.TD/B/3).

16. The Group noted the progress towards import liberalization which had been made
and the indications which had beengiven by some countries of plans or target dates
for the removal of some of the remaining restrictions. It found, however, that a
considerable numberof products, including some of major export interest to
developing countries andcoveredby the 1963 Ministerial Conclusions, continued to
be subject to restrictions in one or more countries and that informationon
target dates or proposals for the removal of most of these restrictions was not
available. Less-developed countries expressed disappointment over the slow
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progress in the removal of these restrictions and emphasized that developed
countries should rely, in place of these restrictions, on other measures that
were consistent with the GATT such as adjustment assistance and urged the removal
of these restrictions. They also asked that where restrictions inconsistent with
the GATT were not removed, appropriate compensation should be given to developing
countries for the loss of trading opportunities suffered by them. The Group
suggested that restrictions on products of export interest to developing countries
should be subject to periodic reviews and that, while seeking to avoid duplication
of work being carried out within the framework of the Kennedy Round negotiations,
the country-by-country discussions should be extended to cover items notified in
the context of the Kennedy Round.

17. At its meeting in December 1965, the Committeeapproved these suggestions
and asked the secretariat to collect the necessary material for the next review
of such restrictions.

18. The Committee noted that the restrictions in question had, in many
instances, been the subject of almost uninterrupted discussion over a period of
years. While the current trade negotiations would give an opportunity for the
elimination of many of these restrictions, a special responsibility rested on

the CONTRACTING PARTIES in respect of restrictions which were inconsistent with
the provisions of the GATT and werenot, therefore, a matter for negotiation.

19. The Committee proposes that the CONTRACTING PARTIESat the
twenty-third session address themselves to the question of how best to deal with
the remaining restrictions which are inconsistent withthe provisions of the GATT.
The CONTRACTING PARTIESmight consider whether contracting parties maintaining
such restrictions should be invited, as part of a comprehensive review of the

position, to give indications of solutions which they themselves might propose
for dealing with the problem. For instance, they may wish to adopt agreed
liberalization programmes with specified target dates, or they may decide to have

recourse tothe waiver procedures.

20. Having regard to the fact that not all contracting parties have accepted
Part IV of the General Agreement and therefore participated in the work of the

Committee, the CONTRACTING PARTIES may wish to give attention also to the question
of whether there is need for adjustments in the procedural and institutional
arrangement for dealing with this matter so as to ensure that workin this field
can be effectively undertaken with respect to the restrictions applied byall
developed countries.

IV. Adjustment assistance measures

21. As was stated in its report to the twenty-second session, the Committeeon
Trade and Development established a Group of Experts to initiate work in the field
of adjustment assistance. This Group has submitted a report (COM.TD/H/4) to the

Committee, based on a study of material submitted by governments to industrialized
countries (COM.TD/H/3) of measuresapplied, or proposed to be applied, by them in

the field of adjustment assistance which have a bearing onpossibilitiesfor
creating better trading opportunities for less-developed countries.
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22. The Committee observed that, from the information provided, with the exception
of the cotton textiles industry in the United Kingdom and a few other instances,
adjustment assistance has not been used specifically for the purpose of dealing
with difficulties that have been caused by increases in imports from less-
developed countries. It was noted that adjustment assistance policies have so far
been conceived broadly with a view to improving the overall domestic situation,
or to directing a re-allocation of resources without specific reference to com-
petition from importsand only in a few cases as a means of facilitating the
adoption and implementation of liberal trade policies. The Committee also noted
the comments of the Expert Group that on the basis of the information available it
had not been possible for them to evaluate to what extent the adjustment measures
in force had any effect on the trade opportunities cf less-developed countries.

23. The Committee agreed that adjustment assistance could make some contribution
to the solution of the problem of creating greater access for the exports of
developing countries. The Committee noted that adjustment assistance could be
used in particular to ease the problems of individual firms and groups of workers
faced with difficulties throughincreases in the flow of exports from developing
countries. lt was thoughtby some countries that the question of long-term
structural adjustment posed difficulties which might make it inadvisable to place
too great an emphasis on the use of adjustment assistance as a means of bringing
about long-term structural changes. The Committee, nevertheless, felt that
adjustment assistance could play a useful part inasmuch as it would help develop
countries to lower barriers to the exports of the less-developed countries and to
deal with social and economic problems which mightotherwise make it difficult for
them to follow liberal commercial policies. It was noted that since counties vary
greatly as to their economic,political and social conditions the approproate form
and scale of adjustment assistance could appropriately be consideredby the developed
countries themselves.

24. Some contracting parties recognized that in the application of this tool of
adjustment assistance to permitgreater imports from developing countries there
mightbe need for an expansion of the concept ofadjustance assistancetocover not
only difficulties arising in the preduction sector but also those encountered in
the field of marketing.

25. Some contracting parties considered that this was a field in which the
reference iu Article XXXVIIIto joint action was particularly relevant and was also
one in which practical measures for co-operation could preve useful in enabling
individual developed countries to adapt their policies in favour of bettertrading
opportunities for developing countries.

26. The Committee agreed that the attentionof contracting parties should be drawn
for appropriate action to its conclusion that, although adjustment assistance as
a tool in commercial policy designed to improve the trading oppertunities of less-
developed countries had its limitations, it nevertheless had a valuable rôle to play.
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27. It was agreed that contracting parties participating in the groupon Residual
Restrictions, the machinery whichis examining the exceptions listinthe Kennedy
Round negotiations and the Cotton TextilesCommittee,should beinvited to consider
to waht extent adjustment- assistance could be empleyed in dealing with the issues
with which these bodies were concerned.

28. It was also agreed that where it was thought that more detailed examination
of the contribution which adjustment assistance could make to the solution of
particularproblems not taken up elsewhere would behelpful, the matter couldbe
taken up by agreement in the Group of Experts.

29. It was further suggestedthat information on the application of measures of
adjustment assistance generally, should be obtained from governments and made
available to contracting parties on a periodic basis. In obtaining information on
new developmentsin the application of adjustment assistance measures. or in the
bringingup-to-date of information already supplied, information should be requested
from governments, particularly on the followingfour points:

(a) what measures of adjustmentassistance wereavailable under either
General or specific legislation;

(b) whichof these measures could beused specifically for the purpose of
providing larger opportunities for importsfrom developing countries;

(c) instances in which measures under (b) had been employed and the progress
made in achieving the objective outlined in that sub-paragraph;

(d) indications as toprogrammesinhand, whether inthe enactment of new
legislation, or inthe employment of measuresalready available inthe
field of assistance, to promoteimports from developing
countries.

V. Expansion oftrade amongless-developed countries

30. An Ad Hoc Group was appointed by the Committeeto examine the problemsinvolved
in theexpansion of tradeamong less-developed countries withparticularreference
totherôle of preference in this regard andto performcertain related tasks.
On the basis of two specific proposals , the Group discussed variousquestions
relating to the use of preferences among less-developed countries. In a report
submitted in February 1966 (COM.TD/D/3),the Group presented its views and
conclusions on this subject. These views andconclusionswere generally endorsed
by the Committee and fromthe basis of its recommendationsinthisfield.
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31. The Committee supports the unanimous conclusion reached by the Group that the
establishment of preferences among less-developed countries, appropriately
administered and subject to the necessary safeguards, can makean important con-
tribution to the expansion of trade among these countries and to the attainment of
the objectives of the General Agreement. The Committee noted in particular the
rôle that these preferences could play in helping less-developed countries to
find larger markets and achieve economics of scale.

32. The Committee has also given consideration to such matters as the formand
scope ofpreferentialarrangements between less-developed countries, negotiating
procedures for the establishment of preferences and measures to safeguard the
interests of other contracting parties, as well as to the establishment of
appropriate legal provisions for these arrangements. The Committee noted the view
of less-developed countries represented on the Group that such preferences should
be granted and applied on a non-discriminatory basis, and that less-developed
countries should be in a position to exchange preferences with other less-developed
countries in general and not only in the context ofregional schemes of integration.
The Committee considered that the establishmentof such preferences should most
appropriately be the subject of negotiations between developing countries, in which
due account should be taken of the different stages of economic developmentof the
negotiating partners. Some delegations held the view that any preferential agree-
ments proposed should be examinedby the CONTRACTING PARTIESand they felt, thatit
was desirable to ensure that any preferences extended should provide a reasonable
expectation of increased productivity throughtheenlargement of markets for the
products concerned. Adequate provision should be made ensure that the interests
of other contracting parties were not unnccesserily damaged. Others pointed out
that the value of preferencesin expanding trade among developing countries wouldalso be affected by other other censideratoinsincludingtheserelatingtobalance-of-
payments difficulties. They also considered that the purposeof the examinationby
the CONTRACTING PARTIES of any preferential arrangements should only be to enable
them to satisfy themselves that the trade interestsof third countries weresafe-
guarded end that the arrangementsfurtheredfurtheredthe objectives of PartIV.

33. The Committee appraved theview of the Group that before an attempt wasmade
to draw up specific legal provisions or formulae for the exchange of preferences,
it wouldbe helpful to see what concrete proposals or arrangements mightin
practice be made or negotiated by less-developed countries acting within the spirit

of PartIV.Less-developed countries have stated that theypropose to enter into
exploratory talks in this regard at early date.The Committee recommends that
arrangements be made for the examinationof any such proposals or arrangements when
they arereceived.
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34. The Committee feels that negotiations for exchange of concessions between less-
developed countries, whether on a preferential or most-favoured-nation basis, would be
considerably facilitated if the interested countries could undertake to identify those
products which would seem to offer the best prospects in exportation to other developing
countries, and thustoconstitute themostpromising productsfornegotiation.
As regards the forum for such exploratory talks or negotiations, the Committee
considered that less-developed countries could take. advantage of the meetings of the
informal group of interested less-developed countries to initiate these talks or
negotiations. The chairman of the Sub-Committee on the Participation of Less-
Developed Countries in the trade negotiations could. however. be asked at an
appropriate stage to provide guidance for certain aspects of these negotiations.
The secretariat has been requested to provide necessary technical assistance by way
of suggesting procedures for the conduct of the negotiations and supplying necessary
statistical data.

VI. Preferences by developed countries to less-developed countries

35. In March 1965, the Commilttee appointed a Working Group on Preferences to examine
proposals for establishment of preferences by industrialized countries in favour of
less-developed countries. Questions relating to the establishment of such preferences
had been earlier discussed in a GATT Working Party on Preferences. In July, the
Committee reviewed the work done in the Group but did not enter into detailed
discussion of the various aspects of the question of preferences pending further
progress in dealing with this matter in the Group. In the meantime, active attention
has been given by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to a proposal by the Government of Australia
for establishment of preferences in favour of less-developed countries in respect of
a list of products. It was suggested that information concerning progress made on
this subject in other institutions should be made available to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
at an apprepriate stage of their deliberatiof this subject.

VII.International commodity trade

Certain aspects of problems falling under this heading have been dealt with by
the Working Group on International Commodity Problems. The Group, in a meeting
held in November 1965, addressed itself to problems affecting international trade
in cocoa, cottenand tropical timber,on the basis of proposals put forward by
certain less-developed countries.

V. number of specific suggestions and recommendations regarding further work
to be undertaken by the Group in the field of commodity trade have been put
forward (see COM.TD/C/2). With respect to cocoa. the Committee has brought to
the urgent attention of the Special Group on Trade in Tropical Products the need
to explore the possibilities of speedy progress in the removal of barriers affecting
trade and consumption in that commodity. As regards cotton, the Committee agreed that
discussions in the Group in relation to developments affecting international trade
in cotton should be brought to the attention of the International Cotton Advisory
Committee. In relation to developments affecting trade in tropical products, including
tropical timber, the Committee has examined a secretariat paper on action taken by
governments in pursuance of the 1963 Ministerial Conclusions relating to tropical
Products and its views are noted in Section II above.
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VIII. Examination of products of export interest to less-developed countries

38. The Working Group established to deal with this matter met on three occasions
in 1965 and submitted its report (COM.TD/A/2) to the Committee in July. As will
be seen from that report, the Group carried out a detailed examination of trade
flows and trade measures in relation to approximately eighty tariff items which
had earlier been selected by less-developed countries for detailed study. For
this examination the Group based itself on a comprehensive survey paper
(COM.TD/A/W/3) drawn up by the secretariat in accordance with the instructions of
the Group.

39. On the basis of the Group's report the Committee agreed at its July meeting
that, since the Group had essentially completed its task in relation to the items
notified for detailed study, further meetings need not be scheduled for the time
being. The Committee has indicated, however, that it will be open to contracting
parties desiring information on the lines of the existing survey (COM.TD/A/W/3)
for other products of interest to less-developed countries to notify the
secretariat so that the necessary work may be undertaken.

IX. Legal amendments to the General Agreement

40. On the instructions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the Committee has dealt with
outstanding issues relating to the amendment of the General Agreement to meet the
special trade and development needs of less-developed countries which were not
finished by the former Committee on Legal and Institutional Framework. The
Ad Hoo Group on Legal Amendments, established by the Committee in 1965 to deal
with these matters, has submitted an interim report (COM.TD/F/4). The Committee
has further discussed the various proposals in the lightof the findings of the
Group and wishes to report on the two subjects of:

(a) amendment of Article XXIII to take account of difficulties experienced
by less-developed countries in using that Article, and

(b) amendment of Article XVIII to authorize the use of surcharges by less-
developed countries for balance-of-payments reasons.

Article XXIII

The work on this subject has been based on a proposal introduced by the
Brazilian and Uruguayan delegations for amending Article XXIII. Their proposal
had four elements: (i)the present arrangement for action under paragraph 2 of
Article XXIII should be elaborated in a way which would give less-developed
countries invoking the Article the option of employing certain additional measures;
(ii) where it has been established that measures complained of have adversely
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affected the trade and economic prospects of less-developed countries and it has
not been possible to eliminate the measure or obtain adequate commercial remedy,
compensation in the form of an indemnity of a financial character would be in
order; (iii) in cases where the import capacity of a less-developed country has
been impaired by the maintenance of measures by a developed country contrary to
the provisions of the GATT, the less-developed country concerned shall be
automatically released from its obligations under the General Agreement towards
the developed country complained of pending examination of the matter in GATT;
and (iv) in the event that a recommendation by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to a
developed country is not carried out within a given time-limit, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES shall consider what collective action they could take to obtain compliance
with their recommendation.

42. At an early stage of the discussion the Brazilian and Uruguayan delegations
reformulated their proposal in the form of a draft decision, with a view to
expediting its adoption since an amendment would have to go through Iong
constitutional procedures in national legislatures.

43. The sponsers of the proposal explained that the intention behind the proposal
was tostreamline and to set out clearly the procedures so as to speed up action
under that Article XXIII and to go some way towards redressing the unequal
bargaining position of less-developed countries vis-à-vis developed countries in
proceedings under that Article.

44.On the basis of the discussins in the Ad Hoc Group, the Committee has drawn
up a revised draft decision which embodied the agreement reached in the Committee
on procedures for more speedy and efficient use of the provisions of Article XXIII
by less-developed contracting parties. This revised text is contained in Annex I
to the report.

45.Less-developed countries, while agreeing that the procedures embodied in the
draft decision represented a positive step forward, felt that their fundamental
concerns had not really been met. The Brazilian and Uruguayan delegations in
particular stated that while they would accept the compromise reached on point (iv)
and reflected in paragraph 10 of the draft decision, they could agree to the
proposed draft decision only on the understanding that further work would be done
with a viewto resolving the two issues mentioned in (ii) and (iii) above. The
developed contracting parties had no objection to these issues being given further
consideration in the Ad Hoc Group, but were unable to accept the proposed texts
in question for various reasons which have been stated in the report of the
Ad Hoc Group.
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46. In agreeing that the annexed draft decision should be presented to the
CCNTRACTING PARTIES for adoption, the Committee also agreed that further work will
regard to the two outstanding issues dealt with in the text of the two paragraphs
reproduced in Annex II of the present report should be continued in the
Ad Hoo Group on Legal Amendments.

47. The Committee agreed that the phrase "shall consider what measures" in
paragraph 10 of the draft decision is intended to mean that the CONTRACTING
PARTIES shall consider the matter with a view to finding appropriate solution.

¹The Chairman of the Committee on Trade and Development, in presenting the
draft decision to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for adoption, asks also to place on
record the following understanding regarding its provisions:

(1) In consultations to be carried out by the Director-General under
paragraph 3 of the draft decision, the Director-General would, in addition
to the entities mentioned in that paragraph, be free to consult such experts
as he considered would assist him in studying the facts and in finding
solutions.

(2) With respect to paragraph 6 of the draft decision the CONTRACTING PARTIES
may provide more particular terms of reference for any such panel in order
to assist them to assess the relative impact of the measures complained of on
the economies of the contracting parties concerned and to consider the
adequancy of any measures which those contracting parties would be prepared to
take to remedy the situation. In establishing such particular terms of
reference the CONTRACTING PARTIES or the Council should bear in mind the
desirability of having such panels appraise, in particular, the following
elements:

(a) the damage incurred through the incidence of the measures complained of
upon the export earnings and economic effort of the less-developed
contracting party;

(b) the ccmpensatory or remedial measures which the contracting party whose
measures are complained of would be prepared to take to make good the
damage inflicted by their application;

(c) the effects of such measures as the injured contracting party would be
prepared to take in relation to the contracting party whose measures have
nullified or impaired the benefits deriving from the General Agreement
which the former contracting party is entitled to expect.
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Amendments to Article XVIII to authorize the use of surcharges by less-developed
countries for balance-of-payments reasons

48. The Ad Hoc Group on Legal Amendments has considered this question at some
length and the Committee heard an oral report by the Chairman of the Group in
regard to the issues that have arisen in the course of these discussions. It
appears that the issues which have been brought out in the deliberations have
proved to be more complex than were first envisaged. It has been generally agreed
that this question should remain on the agenda of the Ad Hoc Group on Legal
Amendments, but that the Group will meet to deal with this question only when
specific proposals for its consideration have been received and circulated well
in advance in order to enable the Chairman of the Group to determine whether a
meeting could usefully be held.

X. Trade and aid studies

49. The Expert Group on Trade and Aid Studies concluded its discussions of the
development plans of Nigeria and Uganda at its last meeting. The findings and
recommendations formulated by the Group on the basis of the studies of the plans
of these countries are set out in the Group's report (COM.TD/G/6 and COM.TD/G/7).

50. The Committee noted that the experts had devoted their attention to specific
and concrete problems relating to economic diversification and export marketing
in the two countries, and that this pragmatic approach had yielded some practical
results. The Committee recognized that some of the recommendations which had been
made with regard to commodities of interest to these two countries were equally
important to other less-developed countries. Consequently, the implementation of
those recommendations relating to trade policy measures would benefit other less-
developed countries also. It recognized that other recommendations which were
particularly tailored to the conditions prevailing in the two countries could
equally, with appropriate adaptation, be applied for the benefit of other less-
developed countries. Thus the conclusions reached in these studies were of
general value for a number of less-developed countries.

51. It was also noted that both the secretariat and the experts had found it
necessary, in studying the problems pertaining to the building up of an export
industry in the two countries, to deal with the totality of the problems involved.
As a result, the experts had made recommendatins in certain areas which fell
outside the immediate competence of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. This, of course,
did not mean that the GATT should extend its activities outside its normal compe-
tence. Rather the intention was for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to draw the attention
of governments and competent international organizations to the recommendations
of the experts in the hope that through co-operation implementation of the
recommendations could be achieved.
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52. Having examined the development plan studies of Uganda and Nigeria, the
record of the discussions of these studies in the Expert Group, and the experts'
final conclusions and recommendations, the Committee recommends to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES that:

(a) they give urgent consideration, in their current trade negotiations,
to the possibility of reducing or abolishing tariffs, as well as
other trade barriers and fiscal charges, applicable to the commodities
mentioned in paragraphs 11, 13, 16 and 18 of the report in COM.TD/G/6,
and in paragraphs 7 and 9 of the report in COM.TD/G/7;

(b) in addition to measures to expand Migerian and Ugandan exports generally
they support by advice, assistance and active co-operation the efforts
of Uganda and Nigeria to develop and intensify their regional trade;

(c) those of them who are in a position to do so grant the type of
assistance recommended by the Expert Group in paragraphs 6, 10, 15,
21 and 26 of COM.TD/G/6 and in paragraphs 6, 10 and 15 of COM.TD/7;

(d) they authorize the secretariat to forward copies of these reports to
other international organizations concerned for such action as these
organizations might wish to take in respect of the recommendations
contained therein;

(e) they authorize the secretariat to keep in touch with delegations with
a view to following up any action taken on the recommendations by
individual governments; and

(f) request the secretariat to report the progress achieved in this respect
at the next meeting.

XI. Trade information and trade prometion

53. There was general satisfaction in the Committee on the good performance of
the Trade Centre, to which reference was made in the report of the Group on Trade
Information and Promotion Advisory Services (L/2574) transmitted to the Committee
for information. Members generally pledged the continuing support of their
governments for the future work and activities of the Centre. It was suggested
by some delegations that the Centre should venture into the field of actual trade
promotion services, for example, in exploring the possibilities of obtaining
concessional rates for the participation of exporters of less-developed countries
in trade fairs in industrialized countries and in promotion through radio,
television, commercial journals and other information media. It was also
suggested by these delegations that efforts should be made to ensure that
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additional expenditure required for the expansion of the Centre's services was
not financed exclusively throughthe ordinarybudget of GATT which would involve
increased contributions by contracting parties; if possible ad hoc contributions
should be sought from governments of developed countries and fund donating agencies.

XII. Invitation to the Committee from the Government of Uruguay

54. The Committee discussed an invitation from the Government of Uruguay for the
Committee on Trade and Development to hold its next meeting in Montevideo. The
Committee wished to express its thanks to the Government of Uruguay for its
hospitality. Some members of the Committee supported this proposal while
reserving their position with respect to the most suitable date as well as the
agenda for such a meeting. Some other delegations indicatedthat they have
received no instructions, without which they were unable to give their support to
acceptance of the invitation. It was therefore agreed that the matter be placed
before the CONTRACTING PARTIES which could decide on it at the forthcoming session.
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ANNEX I

Draft Decision on Article XXIII

The CONTRACTING PARTIES,

Recognizing that the prompt settlement of situations in which a contracting
party considers that any benefits accruing to it directly or indirectly from the
General Agreement are being impaired by measures taken by another contracting party,
is essential to the effective functioning of the General Agreement and the main-
tenance of a proper balance between the rights and obligations of all contracting
parties,

Recognizing further that the existence of such a situation can cause severe
damage to the trade and economic development of the less-developed contracting
parties, and

Affirming their resolve to facilitate the solution of such situations whale
taking fully into account the need for safeguarding both the present and potential
trade of less-developed contracting parties affected by such measures,

Decide that:

1. If consultations between a less-developed contracting party and a developed
contracting party in regard to any matter falling under paragraph 1 of Article XXIII
do not lead to a satisfactory settlement, the less-developed contracting party
complaining of the measure may refer the matter which is the subject of consulta-
tions to the Director-General so that, acting in an ex officio capacity, he may
use his good offices with a view to facilitating a solution.

2. To this effect the contracting parties concerned shall, at the request of the
Director-General, promptly furnish all relevant information.

3. On receipt of this information the Director-General shall consult with the
contracting parties concerned and with such other contracting parties or inter-
governmental organizations as he corsiders appropriate with a view to promoting
a mutually acceptable solution.

4. After a period of two months from the commencement of the consultations
referred to in paragraph 3 above, if no mutually satisfactory solution has been
reached, the Director-General shall, at the request of one of the contracting
parties concerned, bring the matter to the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
or the Council, to whom he shall submit a report on the action taken by him,
together with all background information.
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5. Upon receipt of the report, the CONTRACTING PARTIES or the council shall
forthwith appoint a panel of experts to examine the matter with a view to
recommending appropriate solutions. The members of the panel shall act in a
personal capacity and shall be appointed in consultation with, and with the
approval of, the contracting parties concerned.

6. In conducting its examination and having before it all the background
information, the panel shall take due account of all the circumstances and
considerations relating to the application of the measures complained of, and
their impact on the trade and economic development of affected contracting parties.

7. The panel shall, within a period of sixty days from the date the matter was
referred to it, submit its findings and recommendations to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
or to the Council, for consideration and decision. Where the matter is referred
to the Council, it may, in accordance with Rule 8 of the Intersessional Procedures
adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their thirteenth session, address its
recommendations directly to the interested contracting parties and concurrently
report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

8. Within a period of ninety days from -he date of the decision of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES or the Council, the contracting party to which a recommendation
is directed shall report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES or the Council on the action
taken by it in pursuance of the decision.

9. If on examination of this report it is found that a contracting party to which
a recommendation has been directed has not complied in full with the relevant
recommendation of the CONTRACTING PARTIES or the Council, and that any benefit
accruing directly or indirectly under the General Agreement continues in consequence
to be nullified or impaired, and that the circumstances are serious enough to
justify such action, the CONTRACTING PARTIES may authorize the affected contracting
party or parties to suspend, in regard to the contracting party causing the damage,
application of any concession or any other obligation under the General Agreement
whose suspension is considered warranted, taking account of the circumstances.

10. In the event that a recommendation to a developed country by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES is not applied within the time-limit prescribed in paragraph 8, the
CONTRACTING PARTIES shall consider what measures, further to those undertaken under
paragraph 9, should be taken to resolve the matter.

11. If consultations held under paragraph 2 of Article XXXVII, relate to
restrictions for which there is no authority under any provisions of the General
Agreement, any of the parties to the consultations may in the absence of a satisfac-
tory solution request that consultations be carried out by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article XXIII and in accordance with the procedures set
out in the present decision, it being understood that a consultation held under
paragraph 2 of Article XXXVII in respect of such restrictions will be considered
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES as fulfilling the conditions of paragraph 1 of
Article XXIII if the parties to the consultations so agree.
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ANNEX II

Other Provisions Proposed for Inclusion in the Draft Decision

The following paragraphs were included (after the present paragraph 6) in the
proposed Decision on Article XXIII procedures, and was considered in the Group
on Legal Amendments and the Committee (see paragraph 46 of the present report):

(A ) "In the event that the measures complained of have been applied by a developed
contracting party and it is established that they are adversely affecting the trade
and the economic prospects of the less-developed contracting party or parties
concerned, the panel may recommend, where it is not possible to eliminate the
measures complained of or to obtain an adequate commercial remedy, that the damage
caused should be compensated by means of an indemnity of a financial character on
mutually acceptable terms."

(B) "In cases where the import capacity of a less-developed contracting party has
been or is being impaired by the maintenance of measures by a developed contracting
party or parties which are inconsistent with the provisions of the General
Agreement, the Director-General shall, with or without the assistance of a panel
of experts as may be considered necessary, forthwith proceed to determine in
particular the following elements:

"(a) the damage incurred through the incidence of the measures complained of
upon the export earnings and economic effort of the less-developed
contracting party;

"(b) the compensatory or remedial measures which the contracting party whose
measures are complained of would be prepared to take to make good the
damage inflicted by their application;

"(c) the effects of such measures as the injured contracting party would be
prepared to take in relation to the contracting party whose measures have
nullified or impaired the benefits deriving from the General Agreement
which the former contracting party is entitled to expect.

In such cases the less-developed contracting party shall be released from its
obligations under the General Agreement, towards the developed contracting party
or parties acting contrary to the provisions of the General Agreement, for the
purpose of taking appropriate remedial or retaliatory measures, pending the
completion of the report by the Director-General or the panel of experts and its
examination by the CONTRACTING PARTIES or The Council."
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It was also proposed in the Group on Legal Amendments that the inclusion of
the paragraphs above should be accompanied by the addition of the following words
at the end of the second and third paragraphs respectively in the preambular part
of the draft decision:

"... thereby necessitating compensation", and

"as well as adequate compensation for thedamage which these contracting parties
may have suffered".


